
Mobile home « maxi » Shelbox “Elba”

• 24 mq;
• 4+1 beds ;

Mobile home « family » Shelbox “Giglio”

• 20 mq;• 4+1 beds ;
• double room with 140x190 cm bed and a small bed;
• kitchen with living room;
• bathroom with washbasin, WC and shower (101 80cm);
• terrace with covered veranda (4x3 m);

• 20 mq;
• 4 beds;
• double room with 140x190 cm bed;
• small bedroom with two bed (65x190 cm);
• kitchen;
• bathroom with washbasin, WC and shower
(80 80cm);
• terrace with covered veranda (4x3 m);
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How to reach us .. 

from North: From the A14 motorway Bologna/Taranto, exit Poggio Imperiale-Lesina, follow the SS del Gargano to Vico del 
Gargano, than take the SS 89 to Peschici-Vieste. Once arrived in Vieste take the SP 53 until km 34,700 (about 5km from Vieste);

from Naples: From the A16 motorway (Naples-Bari), exit at Candela and follow the SS 655 to Foggia. Follow the SS 89 to 
Manfredonia-Mattinata and follow the SP 53 until km 34,700;

from South: From the A14 motorway (Taranto-Bologna) exit at Cerignola East, follow the SS 159 to Manfredonia and than take the 
SS 89 to Mattinata. Here take the SP 53 until km 34,700.

GPS coordinates for SatNavs
N:  41 50' 18"    E: 16 10' 58”
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The camping .. 
Camping Lama le Canne is located on the beatiful

land of Gargano, very close to the sea, on the

charming Vieste south coast, which is characterized

by fine grain sand beaches and charming bays.

The camping offres shady pitches, a recreation

ground for children, a ping pong, a table football, a

lavatory with free hot showers, a dance-hall, a bar

and a restaurant where is possible to taste the real

traditional cooking.

Very close to the camping you will find the "Lido

Portonuovo" beach, a wide and long beach of gold

fine grain sand, suitable for children and for relaxing

walks.

The camping pitches .. 
Immersed in the Mediterranean vegetation, you will

find camping pitches for tents, caravans and

campervans.

All sites are equipped with electricity using standard

CEE plug sockets and enjoy the shadow created by

the vegetation of pine and olive trees. All pitches are

very close to the toilets facilities containing showers

with hot water, washtubes and washbasins, a

washing machine (to pay) and a disabled toilet.

Hot showers and one car parking are free.

The mobile homes .. 
Our mobile homes are the perfect solution to who like

to spend their holidays in complete freedom and still

want to enjoy all modern comforts.

They are modern, spacious, comfortable, and are

equipped with: a fully-equipped kitchen; a corner

sofa; a double bedroom; a bedroom with two single

beds; a bathroom with a shower and a covered

terrace.

Blankets and pillows are provided.

We rent sheets and towels.

The daily cost is all inclusive and there are no

additional costs.

They can accomodate a maximum of five persons.The dance hall .. walks.

The camping is a family-run business and it is

extended on an area of 10.000 mq, surronded by the

green, among pine trees and centuries-old olive

trees.

During summertime (from 15/06 to 15/09) the

camping is connected to Vieste by free public bus

service.

Camping Lama Le Canne is ideal for families with

children and to who want to spend an holiday in very

close contact with nature.

They can accomodate a maximum of five persons.

Pets are welcome.

Our bar and foodshop
In our bar you will have breakfast with fresh baked

croissants, real italian "caffè" and "cappuccino", or you

The restaurant .. 
In our restaurant we will glad to invite you to taste the

real souther Italy cooking.

The dance hall .. 
You can enjoy yourself dancing modern and latin

dance on our brand-new dance hall. Our dancing

events are an unmissable appointment for all our

guests..

croissants, real italian "caffè" and "cappuccino", or you

can refresh yourself with a cold drink or a good

icecream.

Let's stop here to have lunch with a sandwich or a slice

of "focaccia".

Inside the bar you will also find a little food shop.

real souther Italy cooking.

Delightful home made pasta like "orecchiette" and

"troccoli", tipycal cheese like "caciocavalli" and

"cacioricotta", fresh fish and a lot of traditional sweets

and desserts will make your stay an unforgettable

gastronomic experience.

Our pizza is cooked in the wood fired oven.
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